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Erratum 
Volume 38, Number 1 (1985), in the article “A Combinatorial Perspec- 
tive on the Non-Radon Partitions,” by R. Cordovil, pages 3847: 
Proposition 1.2 and its proof (pages 3940) are incorrectly stated. They 
should read as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [21]. Let NR(M(E, 0)) be the non-Radon partition of 
a loopless oriented matroid M(E, 0). Then 0 is the set of the minimal non- 
empty signed sets with support contained in E and orthogonal to the elements 
ofNR(M(G 0)). 
Proof. Clearly every member of Co is orthogonal to all members of 
NR(M(E, 0)). To complete the proof, suppose that 2 is orthogonal to 
NR(M(E, 0)) and let us show that there is an XE 0 such that X+ c Z+, 
X- c Z. Label the members of Z as e,, e, ,..., e,. Now we apply the 
Paiting Theorem 2.2 of [2] with R=Z+, G=Z-, B= 0, and W= E-Z. 
For each ei, that theorem implies that: either exists Xi~ 0 such that 
e,EX;, Xi+ c Z+, X,- cZ-, or there exists Yj~O’ such that eieY, 
and (Z’ n Y,: ) u (Z n Y,?) = 0. If Xi exists for some i we are done; 
otherwise we are supplied with a list Y,, Y*,..., Y,,E 6l. Consider 
y= y, 0 y, 0 . . . 0 Y, ((X 3 Y)‘=X* u(Y’-X)). From the properties 
of the Y,‘s, Z+ c Y’, Z- c Y-. As Y~xx(Cn’), it can be extended to 
Y’ E NR(M(E, 0) and Z is not orthogonal to Y’. This contradiction shows 
that some Xi does exist. 1 
On the other hand the proof of Theorem 1.1 should be omitted. 
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